Northampton SC Interactive Session Planner ™
Team

U11's

Session Theme 9v9: Combos/Switch
ACTIVITY 1
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Week

5

Intro Activity

Date
TIME

10/2/18

15

ORGANIZATION
Make a large square. In square split it into four smaller sections.
Split players into teams of 3.
Each player from a team must go in a different section and throughout activity must
not have more than one of own team in a section.
Pass the ball to teammates, once they have passed the ball they must move into the
"free" section that none of their team is in.
PROGRESSIONS
Make space bigger if struggling to connect
passes.
Make one team a defending team.
add in 1-2 defenders.
Limit the touches
ACTIVITY 2
Topic Related Activity

COACHING POINTS
Can't stand still in section
Pass and then immediately move.
Communication.
Find appropriate "passing lane'
Receive ball with open body
TIME
20

ORGANIZATION
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Make a grid with three sections. Two larger sections at each end with a smaller one in
the middle.
4 players each in both ends with 2/3 defenders in the middle.
Players possession and must find a good opportunity to switch the ball to the other
team One defender can leave the middle section to try and steal ball. Other two must
try and intercept the switch. Once the ball is switched one of the other defenders
must run into end section. and previous defender returns to the middle.
COACHING POINTS
PROGRESSIONS
Players must do a certain number of passes Spread out as a team
before trying to switch.
don't force the switch.
limit touches
Find a passing lane as the other team.
allow a second defender to enter after a
Receive ball with open body
certain number of passes
ACTIVITY 3
Games
TIME
25
ORGANIZATION
Small sided game.
Add two channels to the side of the field. Before taking a shot the ball as to have
entered both channels.
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PROGRESSIONS
Reward players for staying wide by not
allowing defenders into the channel.
designate two players to only stay in the
channels

COACHING POINTS
staying wide on the field.
Stay wide even when ball is on other
side.
Receive ball with open body

ACTIVITY 4

TIME
ORGANIZATION
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PROGRESSIONS
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